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Abstract 
In this article we present results concerning the extraction of light 
charged particle multiplicities in incomplete fusion-fission reactions 
with a moving source fitting procedure. To demonstrate the feasi- 
bility and reliability of the procedure we have used simulated events 
of known multiplicity to construct kinetic energy distributions a t  dif- 
ferent angles that are fitted assuming several pre- and post-scission 
sources. In particular, we show that it is necessary to include at least 
two pre-equilibrium sources in order to extract correctly the known 
pre-equilibrium proton multiplicity. These two sources are character- 
ized by high emission temperatures, low emission barriers and high 
velocities, having 70% and 25% of the beam velocity along the 
beam axis, respectively. The former source is naturally dominant at 
forward angles due to the strong focusing efFect of its high velocity. 
Contrary to normal expectations, however, the slower pre-eqiiilibrium 
source is present with considerable yield at the most backward angles 
B 145' where it is normally assumed only evaporative cornponcnts 
are present. She extracted proton multiplicities are ~vell reprodiiced 
by the moving source procedure, as tvell as fittitig paraineters with 
physical rele~ance. 
*The FOBOS project is financially supporred by the BMBF. Grr~iiany. iintlor cunrrnct Xr.: 06 DI.1 671 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The nature and magnitude of nuclear viscosity and its effect on fission remain a topic of 
great interest. The dynamical retardation of fission due to the nuclear dissipation induced 
by viscosity is recognized through an increase of pre-scission particle emission, neutrons 
[l-31 and light charged particles [4], and the emission enhancenient of giant dipole reso- 
nance (GDR) y-rays [5,6], relative to predictions from standard statistical models. From 
these studies it now seems that nuclear dissipation is high when the fissioning system 
is siifficiently hot (T > 1.3 MeV) and that the motion towards scissiori is strongly over- 
damped. The near constancy of the mean total kinetic energy (TKE) of fission fragments, 
aown em- for a given compound nucleus, with excitation energy, as evidenced by a well-l- 
pirical relation [7], argues for such large overdamping in the collective motion towards 
fission, giving a rather modest radial kinetic energy contribution to the total energy 
The experimental and theoretical status is, homever, rather controversial. Hinde et al. 
[3], for example, deduced a dynamical fission time scale of (35f  15) X 10-21 s by an analysis 
of pre-scission neutron multiplicities and mean kinetic energies in fusion-fission reactions 
leading to symmetric fission of compound nuclei with A - 140 - 250 and excitation 
energies E* W 0.3 - 1.2 MeV Jnucleon. Hinde also concluded that the dynamical time scale 
decreases with increasing mass asymmetry in the fission split. Similarly, Lestone [8] found 
a dynamical fission time scale of (30 f 10) X 10-~l s by analyzing pre-scission proton and 
a-particle multiplicities and mean kinetic energies, also in fusion-fission reactions leading 
to  the fission of compound nuclei with A N 195 and excitation energies E* 0.3 - 0.5 
MeV/nucleon. The emission of light charged particles appear to be less sensitive to 
changes due to deformation of the emitting hot system and Lestone was therefore able to 
break-up the fission time scale into a pre-saddle T„, delay time and a saddle-to-scission 
rs„ transition time. Lestone's analysis is consistent with r„, = (9 f 6) X 10-21 s and 
T„, = (22 f 7) X 1 O d 2 l  s, implying that the hot system spends a considerable amount of 
time beyond the saddle point. 
Time scales deduced from GDR y-rays are in strong contradiction to those obtained 
using light particle multiplicities. Recently, to cite an example, vanlt Hof et al. [9] analyzed 
energy spectra of GDR y-rays emitted form the compound nucleus 156Dy at excitations 
energies of E* N 0.7 MeV/nucleon, and concluded that the fission time scale is of the 
order of 10-l9 s and that the nuclear friction coefficient is in the range 0.01 < I < 4. 
It may be argued, however, that the transition time of a GDR y-ray is typically given 
by the classical dipole sum rule 10-l7 s (compared to emission times W 1 0 ~ ~ ~  to 10-21 
s for light particles) and, therefore, the measuring scales are quite different. Adding 
to  the controversy, Siwek-Wilczyfiska et al. [I01 concluded that the fission time scale is 
indeed of the order of 10-l9 s when they confronted the neutron data of Hiride et al. [3] 
with simulations of a dynamical one-body dissipation model coupled to  a tinie-dependent 
statistical model. In essence, their approach consist in regarding the evaporatiori cascade 
to  take place during the fission process itself and, therefore, their results agree closelv 
with the approach of reducing the standard fission decay width [ll] with I<raniers factor 
[12], used in most analyzes to reproduce GDR y r a y  riiultiplicities [G! .  Furthernior~, the 
analysis also concluded that the major contribution to the time scale comcs frorn the time 
of formation of the excited nucleus to the time the systern reaches the saddle point, in 
clear disagreement with Lestone's [[8 conclusions. 
Transient fission times declucecl from light charged particle ~niiltiplicities are esperirnsn- 
tally not well established. Ikezoe et al. [13] measured and analyzed pre-scission proton 
and a-particle niultiplicities without any reference to nuclear dissipation whatsoever. The 
measured energy spectra and multiplicities could be fitted successfully with the standard 
statistical code PACE2 [14] using slightly reduced light-charged-particle ernission barri- 
ers. The source of discrepancy could be that there is a rather sharp tralisition over a 
narrow range of excitation energy, below which no dissipation effects are present and 
standard statistical rnodels describe the fission process correctly, and over which strong 
dissipation is needed to describe the experimental data [15]. Also, Morctto et al. [16] 
found no evidence for fission transient times in a-particle induced fissiori rcactions. The 
fission excitation functions of compound nuclei with A = 186 - 213 could bc reproduced 
by taking into account shell corrections and using effective fission barriers. This suggests 
strong dynamical entrance-channel effects. 
Despite the enormous increase of knowledge achieved in recent years, it is clear that sev- 
eral questions remain Open. If dynamical fission delays related to nuclear dissipation along 
the collective motion towards scission appear to be a robust fact when the teinperature is 
high enough, what remains to be determined is the magnitude and perhaps the tensorial 
nature of nuclear friction. Several theoretical studies have posed challenging questions to 
experimentalists. For example, in trying to simultaneously reproduce excitation functions 
and neutron multiplicities with calculations using a one-dimensional Langevin equation 
coupled to a statistical model, Fröbrich et al. [17] were lead to postulate a deformation 
dependent dissipation coefficient varying linearly form ß = 2 X 1021 s-', where the neck- 
ing in of the fissioning nucleus starts, to ß = 30 X 102' s-' a t  the scission point. Their 
success in accounting for neutron multiplicities and fission probabilities simultaneously 
argues for such a dependence. The temperature dependence of the dissipation coefficient 
inside the saddle point, with a T or T2 dependence, has also been postulated [15]. The 
temperature dependence tend to support a two-body dissipation mechanism, whereas the 
deformation dependence a one-body dissipation. Hence, the dissipation mechanism may 
start as two-body dissipation for compact shapes (compound nucleus) and turn over to a 
one-body dissipation mechanism for more deformed shapes (during the decent from saddle 
to  scission point). 
Up to now, the experimental efforts to extract fission time scales and nuclear friction 
coefficients have relied almost exclusively on the study of reactions where it is assumed 
the reacting nuclei fuse completely, forming fully equilibrated composite systems with rel- 
atively well-defined characteristics. In particular, the compound nuclei are formed with 
relatively moderate temperatures T N 1.3 - 2.5 MeV. To increase the temperature in a 
given s ~ s t e m  one would obviously need to increase the projectile energy. However, as 
the projectile energy increases, dynamical effects lead to an incomplete fusion mechanism 
i11 which particles or cluster of particles are emitted in the very early stages of the reac- 
tion, before the composite syste~n reaches thermal equilibrium, carrying an-aj- considerable 
nlass, energy, linear ancl angular momentum. Hence, an increase of excitation energy is 
achieved at the espeIise of a less defined composite nucleus. Also, the particles emitted 
hefore fi.111 thermal ecluilibration of the composite system, called pre-equilibrium particles. 
have to be disentangled from the particles emitted after thermalization, adding consid- 
erable complesity. The uncertai~ities in the properties of the composite system can be 
remediecl by measuring hoth fission fragments and making reasonable assumptions about 
the relation between linear monientum transfer and excitation energy. This requirement 
tralls for a high detection efficiency of such correlated pair of fragments achievable only in 
47r devices. 
The 47r spectrometer FOBOS [M], Iocated in Dubna, Russia, is one such device es- 
pecially designed for the study of fission in reactioris typically in the Fermi domain (20 
5 E„, 5 60 MeV/nucleon) where the reaction mechanism is characterizecl by the incorn- 
plete fusion of projectile and target. Its 30 detector rnodules Cover nearly 60% of 47r. Each 
module is able to deduce, event-by-event, tlie fission fragment masses, chnrges and mo- 
mentum components in a broad dynamical range, by using position sensitive avalanche 
counters (PSAC) and Bragg-peak ionization chambers (BIC), and combining TOF-E 
and AE - E techniques. A shell of Cs1 scintillator detectors positioned behind the fission 
fragment detectors are used to register independently coincident light charged particles. 
However, the high light chargecl particle detection threshold caused by the PSAC and 
BIC foils and gases, and distortions caused by thick supporting grids, does not permit a 
reliable extraction of multiplicities. Recently, a series of experiments were performed (36 
MeV/nucleon 40Ar+natAg,232~h,"8~m) in ~vhich the PSACs and BICs of tliree carefully 
selected modules were removed in order to record spectra without the abox-e mentioned 
thresholds and distortions. This new data should permit an analysis aimed to extract 
of pre- and post-scission multiplicities in a regime of mass and temperature scarcely es- 
plored. The high geometrical efficiency of FOBOS and its ability to reconstruct the 
complete kinematics event-by-event induce great hopes of deducing the above quantities 
as a function of excitation energy of the composite system and mass asymmetry in the 
fission split. Since the post-scission multiplicities depend on the excitation energy left for 
the fragments at the moment of scission, the experimental data could provide valuable 
information about the excitation energy and its partition among the fragments a t  the 
moment of scission in very asymmetric mass splits. Awaiting esperimental clata we have 
performed realistic simulations of one of the reactions studied in the past bj- FOBOS, 53 
h/feV/nucleon 14N on lg7Au. The composite system created in this reaction have masses 
A 197 and temperature~ T 4 MeV. With the help of simulated events we construct 
energy distributions of light charged particles to test the feasibility and reliability of a 
moving source analysis to extract multiplicities in these reactions. How tthe analysis to  
extract light charged particle multiplicities, and the simulations to extract fission time 
scales and nuclear friction coefficients may be done is the topic of this artisle. 
11. SIMULATIONS 
In order to construct energy distributions of particles, e~riittecl prior or &er fissiori takes 
place, we have coupled two rnodels. The first is the Boltz1nanri-Uelili1ig-WhIt*~i13eck ( B I X )  
model, the numerical implement ation of X-l-hicli was dewlop t r d  1 Bauer [In]. a ~ i d  escrib es 
the earlg stages of the reaction. The second is a staridard statisticul iiiti<id, c d l d  S1510X 
[20], which has been modified in scrtwral respects: aiicl niodels the later steps of Ilie rtwtion 
after thermal equilibrium of the composite system is reachrd. E\-mts Icnding tc~ fissio~i ara 
tested for detection with a filter that miniics thc spectronieter FOBOS and ~ n l y  evciits 
where the txvo fragments are detec.ted irre further imdyzed. 
A. The BUU model 
The BUU model contains several features that makes it suitable for simulation of reac- 
tions in the intermediate energy domain. It can be viewed as an extensio~i to the pur0 
cascade model to which mean-field effects, Pauli blocking and Fermi momeritilm are talicn 
into account. In the cascade model the interaction between the colliding nuclei is gov- 
erned only by nucleon-nucleon collisions. This picture is valid at higher ariergies since 
Pauli blocking is essentially inexistent and the mean free path of a nucleon is herice sinwll. 
At lower energies the nuclei behave in a more collective manner, nucleon-niicleon collisions 
are suppressed by a large Pauli blocking effect. In the intermediate energy region, viewed 
as a transition between the low- and high-energy extremes, both tliese effects are present. 
Hence, the BUU model describes in a way the iriterplay between low- arid high-energy 
phenomena in nuclear collisions. 
The numerical implementation of the BUU model by Bauer solves the transport eqiia- 
tion, 
using the parallel ensemble method in which each nucleon in the system is represented by 
a certain number of test particles N .  In Eq. (I), the right-hand side is the nucleon-nucleon 
collision term including Pauli blocking, D„ is the in-medium nucleon-nucleon Cross section 
parametrized by Cugnon et al. [21], 7112 is the relative velocity of the colliding nucleons anci 
f (p,r,t) is the phase space distribution function of the reacting system which propagates 
under the influence the forces derived from the density dependent nuclear mean field 
potential, 
the Coulomb potential and the nucleon-nucleon collision term. The values of the pa- 
rameters A, B and a in Eq. (2) determine if the equation of state is "soft" or "stiff,  
corresponding to compressibility parameters of Km = 210 and 380 MeV, respectively. We 
have used the parameters A = -356 MeV, B = 303 MeV and o = describing a soft 
equation of state, and po = 0.168 fm-3 for the nuclear density a t  normal conditions. The 
evolution of the phase space distribution function is followed in time steps of 0.25 fm/c. 
The simulations presented here are performed at energies well below the threshold for 
any inelastic nucleon-nucleon scattering. Hence, the production of A-resonances arid 
mesons is not possible and only elastic scattering occurs. Since an exchange mechanisni 
is not modelled, we tag every particle by its identity, proton or neutron, either belonging 
initially to the projectile or target, the number of scatters the particle suffered during the 
simulation and the position F a.nd momentum @ vectors. This procedure is admittedly 
incorrect, but nevertheless needed in what follows to calculate several physical quantities 
of interest. The target-like-fragmerit (TLF) mass ATLF and charge Z T ~ ~  are calculated 
by requiring that the density of each nucleon aroimd a volume of 1 fm-~excludirig its 
own contribution to the local density) is 2 ipo: else the nucleon is considered unbound 
and treated as a pre-equilibrium particle. Particles belonging to the projectile that passed 
the target without scattering with any other nucleon are considered either belonging to 
a projectile-like-fragment (PLF), if the average of them in all cascades is 2 1, or being 
a pre-equilibrium particle if the above condition fails. Lhe bound nucleons belongirig to 
the TLF or PLI? are further required to be witliin a sphere of radius ttvice the nuclear 
radius of the corresponding fragment. Having defined the TLF tve calculate its position 
and momentum according to, 
where 6 and pfi are the nucleon position and momentum vectors, respectively, and the 
sum runs over the total number of bound TLF nucleons NboUnd. We further calculate the 
angular momentum and excitation energy [22], 
where he last term in Eq. (4a) is the angular momentum of the center-of-mass of the 
TLF about the origin, and the first term in Eq. (4b) is the contribution to the escitation 
energy due to the kinetic motion of the nucleons (in the center-of-mass of the TLF), the 
second due to the Coulomb energy between protons and the third due to the mean field 
potential energy. The Fermi energy EF is evaluated assuming the Fermi momentum pp 
of a nucleon is 0.263 GeV/c and E. is a suitable reference, taken to be the liquid drop 
rnodei binding energy of a nucleus with mass .ATLF and charge ZTLF- 
The BUU model describes rather successfully the early stages of a reaction but is unable 
to account for phenomena like Cluster emission, statistical particle evaporation and fission. 
The last two are naturally better described in statistical terms with a codc like SIhiOY'. 
The criteria for coupling two distinct models may be important and have to be defined. 
In view of the limitations of BUU, tve hat-e to identify the time at which thc TLF reaches 
thernial equilibrium and the statistical description starts to be valid. For simplicity. W 
have chosen to select the time tvhen the central density of the TLF is closest to po as 
thc time when the statistical description may take oxr .  Fig. 1 shows density profiles of 
thc SLF in a head-on collision between 14N and l"Au at 53 llei'/n~xleoii a t  diRererit 
simulation times. It turns out that the central density is closest to p~ aftcr 140 fm/c 
simulation time for most impact parameters in this reaction. -4ecoiiiiting for the small 
initial time the nuclei do not interact, the formation time is of the orcler of 4 X 10-' S. 
Fluctuations inherent in any quantal system are introduced numerically by Monte-Carlo 
sampling of the initial nucleon positions and momenta in each cascade, tlie nucleon- 
nucleon scattering angle and Pauli blocking. Since the nuclear densitv in ;t unit volunie 
cell entering Eq. (2) is the average density of test particles in the cell arid the simiiltaneous 
cascades are averaged at the end of the simulation, using a too large niiniber of test 
particles per nucleon will kill the fluctuations. FF7e have therefore iised tlie minimurn 
number of test particles recommended by the author (N = 50). To fiirther increase the 
fluctuations we recourse to the trick of running a simulation several timcs with the Same 
initial conditions but with different seed numbers for the randoin generator. A total of 
ten such similar simulations were ran for each impact parameter and each final TLF was 
coupled to the statistical code as described above. 
A first series of coupled simulations for impact parameters ranging frorn b = 0 to b = 9 
fm and the FOBOS filter indicated that the experimental linear morneritiiiri transfer is 
not well reproduced. We come to this conclusion by cornparirig the esperirnental ancl 
simulated fractional linear mometum transfer (FLMT) as giveri in the niassive transfcr 
model, 
where ull is the parallel-to-the-beam recoil velocity of the TLF, deduced from the observed 
fission fragment velocities and angles, uo the complete fusion velocity, and .Ap and At the 
projectile and target mass numbers, respectively. In Sec. IIC it will be shown that the 
final state fission fragment observables and Eq. (5) gives a good estimate of thc linear 
momentum transfer. The experimental FLMT is N 0.55, while the BUU simulations sal- 
FLMT N 0.67. To attempt a better agreement between experiment and simulation, the in- 
medium nucleon-nucleon Cross section was reduced monotonically with density according 
to, 
where a is a constant, or simply by a factor f ,  ak, = gnn X f .  Fig. 2 shows the properties 
of the TLF as a function of simulation time for impact parameter b = 5 fm, using f = 1.0 
(solid lines), f = 0.8 (dashed lines) and a = -0.2 (dotted lines). Panel a) displays 
the mass of the TLF, panel b) the fractional linear momentum transferrecl to the TLF: 
panel C) the transferred angular momentum perpendicular to the reaction plane, panel d) 
the ratio of TLF excitation energy to the excitation energy assuming complete fusion of 
projectile and target, panel e) the number of unbound charged particles and panel f )  tlie 
central density (r  < 3 fm) of the TLF. As Seen f = 0.8 gives a straightforward reduction 
of most quantities while a = -0.2 has a bit different functional form than the f = 1.0 
case. The reduction a = -0.2 gives slightly higher momentum transfer after W 120 
fm/c, and since this is the quantity we wanted to reduce, tve choose the reduction f = 
0.8 in forthcoming simulations. The excitation energy oscillates quite markedly during 
espansion or compression periods, and is near a turning point of maximum excitation 
energy after N 130 fm/c in the f = 1.0,0.8 cases und N 120 fm/c in the a = -0.2 case. 
Fig. 3 shows tlie Same properties of the TLF as a function of b after 140 fm/c for the 
f = 0.8 case, and after 130 fm/c for the a = -0.2 case. The mass of the TLF and the 
exritation energy are lower in the former case mostly because they are taken 10 fm/c czfter 
the latter case. 
B. Tlie statistical evaporation model 
4 -, 
The properties of the TLF (A, 2: P, J, E*) derived from the BLU simulations served as 
input for the statistical model code SIMON [20]. This code was primarily dewloped for 
the statistical description of the rnultifragment decay of a hot nucleus. We have made 
several changes to better describe the fission process. The emission of light particles and 
cliisters with Z < 4 and A 5 8 are allowed to compete with fission. For each possible 
decay, 
where the subscript 0, 1 and 2 refer to the decaying nucleus, the emitted particle and the 
daughter nucleus, respectively, tlie statistical decay width is calculated. In the case of 
light-particle and cluster emission the decay width is given by [23,24], 
where T is the nuclear temperature, E* the thermal excitation energy, a the level density 
parameter, k = 0.2 MeV-', p = $ and the subscript 12 refers to the "activated complex" 
at the barrier. This decay width is not appropriate for the description of fission because it 
depends on properties of the fragments at infinite separation, contradicting the standard 
transition-state hypothesis. In the case of fission (Al > 8, Zl > 4) we therefore use, 
where E* is the excitation energy, Er the rotational energy, B the fission barrier arid 
the subscript 12 now refers to the saddle point. Semperature dependent level densities 
are calculated with the analytical expressions of Lestone [23], fission barriers with the 
formalism described in the Appendix -4 of Ref. [23], and grourid state Q-values with a 
standard compilation of mass excesses 1141. Furthermore, becczuse of deformation, .tse 
assume the level density a t  the saddle point relative to the groiind state is increased by 
( ~ 1 2  = 1.02~0. The other important ingredient in Eq. (9) are the rotational rii~rgics. Slicse 
are evaluated using standard liquid drop formulae, assurning a rigid spherc in the case of 
the ground state and two touching rigid spheres with the centers-of-~riass separated C 
R1 + Rz + 2 fm in the case of the saddle point. 
The effect of retardation is introduced by reclucirig tlie fission t'lccay xvirltlt. Eq. (9). 
where 7 is the nuclear friction corfficicnt arid T is tlip transir~it ime necderl for tiie fission 
probability fiow to build up insitlc the barrier E261 azid pararnetriztd arwrdirig to [!I], 
In each cascade the total width rtot = C ri is calculatcd and a particiilwr decw j is 
selected by the condition, 
where R is a random number. The emission time is calculated by, 
in the Same manner as done by Gavron [I], and the cumulative timt: C, is tlio siim of the 
emission times of the decay and all previous decays, tc = C t,. If the (Iecaying nucleus is 
committed to fission, we further calculate the saddle-to-scission time 12'71, 
where tS„ is the saddle-to-scission time in the absence of dissipation and evaluated by 
assuming the scission point consist of two rigid spheres separated by a distance consistent 
with the total kinetic energy of the fragments [?I, 
TKE = 0.755 'lZ2 + 7.3 MeV ~i~~ + ~i~~ 
and static potential energies given by liquid drop model expressions. For Au-like nuclei we 
estimate tS„ N 2.6 X 10-21 s arid tS„ N 2.2 X s for symmetric and very asymmetric 
mass divisions, respectively. The cumulative time in the case of fission is then taken as 
tc = C t, + t„,. In this way Tve include the transient time of fission correctly, but elude to 
model the near scission emission of particles in view of the lack of knowledge about this 
intricate emission process. 
The "real" time t is folloived through suitable time steps At starting from t = 0 frn/c. 
Once a decay is selected by condition Eq. (12) the decaying nucleus is "inert" for decay if 
t < t„ rneanwhile the trajectories of all particles are followed and corrected for Coulomb 
repulsion. When t 2 tc the decqing nucleus split and the fragments become "active" 
for decay again. The cascades are follotved until the total energy is less that 20 MeV or 
t > t„, (selected internally). 
C. Comparison between experiment and simulation 
The 4x spectrometer FOBOS consists of six rings of five modules each, with angles 
listed in Table 1 of Ref [18]. Tlie experimental filter to the simulated events takes into 
account this geometry. The reaccion plane of each event is rotated randomly several times 
and the direction of every particle in the event is tested whether it can be detected by one 
rnodule in each case. This gener-tes seyeral Patterns of detection. We further consider 
onlv events where the two fission fragments are detected, and only one of those Patterns 
is selected randoxnly and fllrther ilndyed. 
TVe run 10000 cascades for each TLF resulting form the BUU simulatioris, and since 
we run, for each impact parameter, ten BUU simulations with different seed number 
for the random generator, we run a total of 1000000 cascades. In Fig. 4a we show the 
simulated fission probability Pf as a function of impact parameter for t ~ o  cases, with 
y = 1 and y = 3, respectively. The fission probability is constructed by counting the 
number of fission events and weighting by the partial cross section da = b b d a  of tlie 
impact parameter. The rapid increase with impact parameter is naturally connected 
with the increase of angular momentum to the composite system with the same quantity 
(cf. Fig. 3c) and the corresponding decrease of the fission barrier. The total fission 
probability aF/(aF + aHR) amounts to 38% in the y = 1 case, arid to - 24% in the 
y = 3 case. Similarly, a simulation with y = 4 gives a total fission probability N 10%. 
The experimental fission probability for this system is estimated to aF/(aF + aHR) 
25% by interpolating the data of Sonzogni et al. [28], arguing for an overdamped fission 
motion consistent with y x 3. In Fig. 4b we show the fission time as a functioii of 
impact parameter in the case of y = 3. The error bar is the standard deviation of the ten 
simulations for each impact parameter. The fission time also follows a trend consistent 
with the decrease and increase of the fission barrier with angular momentum given to the 
TLF. The mean time from formation of the TLF to the time of scission, tf(b) weighted 
by Pf(b), is (28 f 6) x 1 0 ~ ~ '  s. 
In what follows we select fission fragment events triggered by the first and fourth FOBOS 
ring (condition a), events triggered by the first and sixth rings (condition b): and require 
linearity in the azimuthal. The former combination of detectors have the smallest possible 
folding angle, selecting on average the most central events. 
Fig. 5 shows a comparison between the experimental and simulated distributions of 
the folding and coplanaritp angles, assuming f = 0.8, y = 3 and taking the events in 
condition a. The simulated folding angle peaks closely to the experimental value. The 
width is however not reproduced arguing for a lack of fluctuations in BUU. Xssuniing the 
massive transfer model and that the recoil velocity of the compound nucleus parallel to 
the beam is given by the observed fragment velocities and angles gives FLILITN 0.60, while 
the mean FLMT in the BUU simulations is FLMTN 0.59, if weigthing by the number 
of events and the partial cross section for each impact parameter. This shovs that the 
massive transfer model gives a rather good estimate of FLMT from fission fragment final 
state observables. Making the Same assumptions as above to the experimental data gives 
FLMTx 0.55, which deviates a bit from simulation, although we matdi tlie folding angle 
distribution to precision for condition a (cf. Fig. 5a). This indicntes that relying oniiy »n 
the folding angle distribution may be deceitful as the distribution depends ori detector 
geometry considerably. 
Neither the width of the coplanarity angle is reproduced, biit the misinatch hrre secms 
to be a consequence of too low transversal rnomentiim componerits git-tlri to thr co~qmsirc 
system in BUL. The width of the coplanarity angle is not strorigly ctependent 011 the rtcoils 
experienced by the compound riucleus and fragmeiits diie to particle twporation. The 
width is only slightlg increased assuming 7 = 1, although tlie rriultiplicities of evtt1)ortitrd 
particles from the coz~ipourid xiucltw anci frag~~ieiiiriits are cluirr tliRermt. To rle~nons:rrttc. 
this, we artificially increased the trsrisversal mommrum coriiponnits 13)- as ziiudi ris 60%, 
giving a width consitent with espcrinient. She transt.crsal veloeity is roughly reproduc.cc1 
by this artificial increase. 
The initial escitation energy in tlie niassii-e traiisfer niodt.1 r29]. uri the othrr littnd, is 
a bit less transparent to deduce since it depends critically on the ground state Q-value 
of the assumed incomplete fusion fragmentation. Tik can match the initial rscitation en- 
ergy in BUU to that given by the massive transfer model by assuming the fragmentation 
i4~+197~~-+1wA~+4He+5n+5p  on average occurs. Applying these criteria to the ex- 
perimental data uTe arrive to the conclusion that the composite systenis are formed with 
nuclear temperatures T 4 MeV. These exercises naturally help in detliicing FLMT, 
excitation energies and other quantities when analyzing experimental data. 
In Fig. 6a we show the experimental and simulated mass distributions. The mean in 
the mass distribution, as lvell as its width, are rather well reproduced. The yield of very 
asymmetric splits is however underestimated probably, in part, because of a contamination 
of heavy residues and intermediate mass fragments in the experimental data. Panels b) 
and C) give the TKE distributions in logarithmic scale. In Fig. 7 we plot the niean 
and the width of the TKE distribution as a function of the lighter fragment mms. The 
simulations are rather successful in describing the mean TKE of fission for the more 
symmetric mass splits by randomly choosing the fraction of thermal energy left for kinetic 
motion consistent with a Maxwell distribution. The dotted line shoms the prediction of Eq. 
(15) assuming the compound nucleus is lg7Au, and the dashed lines shows the prediction 
of a recent parametrization [30], 
TKE = 0.29 
z2 
X- MeV 
+ - All3 A2 
assuming the fissioning system is 17%, which is the average compound nucleus derived 
from the experimental masses and charges of the fission fragments. The FIVHIvI of the 
TKE distribution is not reproduced, probably as a consequence of the lack of fluctuations 
in BUU. Its increase with mass asymmetry in the experimental case indicates that the 
fissioning system has on average more excitation energy at the moment of scission in 
* 114 asymmetric splits, since the width in the kinetic energy distributions is rx (E,* + E2) . 
This is consistent with a faster time scale for asymmetric mass splits; nuclear matter 
needs less rearrangement in this case, hence the shorter time scale. 
111. MOVING SOURCE FITTING 
The energy and angular distributions of light charged particles bear distinct features of 
their source of emission. In particular, they are kinematically focused along the direction 
of motion of the source. In the case of light charge particles, the mean kinetic energy is 
strongly connected with the mean ernission barrier and the slope of the distribution at 
higher energies with the temperature of the source. I t  is therefore possible to separate 
their relative yield by fitting the distributions with a moving source parametrization. 
A. Pre- and post-scission evaporation particles 
The code CPE [31] performs such a fitting by assuming the kinetic energy distributions 
of light charged particles emitted from the compound nucleus and the fission fragments, 
in their r e s p e ~ t i ~ e  rest frames, have a Maxwellian form, 
N ( e )  cx C' (E - B ' ) ~  exp ( - G ) ,  if B ' <  E < B + T ,  
N(E) oc (E - B) exp (-$), i f c >  B+T,  
mhere C' = T/  ( D T ) ~  and B' = (1 - D) T+B. The parameter T is the mean temperature 
of the source and controls the slope of the energy distribution at higher energies, B the 
mean height of the emission barrier, and D is related to the curvature and penetrability 
of the barrier and controls the slope of the distribution at lower energies. The maximum 
of the distribution occurs at B + T .  The parameter D depends in a complicated manner 
on the distribution of barriers. We therefore regard D as a parameter siinply, without 
making physical interpretations. The emission from the compound nucleus is naturally 
considered pre-scission and the energy distribution of light charged particles in its rest 
frame assumes the form Eq. (17) with parameters DCN, TCN and BCN. Similarly, the 
post-scission emission from the heavier and lighter fission fragments are described by 
parameters LIFH, TFH, BFH, and DFL, TFL, BFL? respectively. 
The near-scission emission is further assumed to have independent Gaussian kinetic 
energy and angular distributions in the rest frame of the compound nucleus, 
where E and o, are the mean and standard deviations of the kinetic energy distribution, 
(bsc is the angle of emission relative the scission axis and aSc the standard deviation of 
the angular distribution. Although we do not simulate near scission emission and do not 
include such an emission source in what follows, we mention it because of completeness. 
The code CPE constructs energy distributions in the rest frame of the compound nii- 
cleus according to parametrizations Eqs. (17) and (18). and energy distributions in the 
rest frame of the fission fragments according to parametrization Eq. (17). Further, each 
distribution is properly normalized J N ( e ) d ~  = 1 and the distributions at different selected 
angles Bi in a common frame are constructed by making transformatioris dependent on 
the direction of motion and velocity of the sources in the frame relative the angle of ob- 
servation. The total particle spectrum in one such angle of observation in the cornnion 
frame is then, 
n-here the norrnalization constants pcx: pnse, pprr anci LLFL arr the ~~iiiltiplicities from 
compound nucleus, near-scission. lieavier and ligliter fission fragiiierit eniission, respec- 
tively. The parameters and nornialization constmts are tlieri m r i d  to simultarieously 
fit the experimental kinetic energy distributions at the sarnc mgles of 013s.servation 11y 
minimizing the x2, 
where NeZp(c, 0,) is the experimental distribution and Nexp(c, 6) its error. 
B. Pre-equilibrium particles 
In reactions near and above the Fermi energy the multiplicity of prc-equilibrium light 
charged particles is high. In any attempt to estract multiplicities one thercfore needs to 
take these particles into account as they may contaminate the pure evaporation compa- 
nents considerable. VCTe have assumed the energy spectra of pre-equilibriiini particles in 
the center-of-mass of their source have the shape of Eq. (17), or the shape, 
appropriate for volume emission, and that the velocity of the source is directed along 
the beam axis. In order to test the above assumptions, we have used the BUU simula- 
tions. Since BUU is unable to  account for cluster formation, we can only construct energy 
distributions of pre-equilibrium protons. The immediate problem that arises is that pre- 
equilibrium particles have no definite source. In the BUU simulations, some projectile 
nucleons rnay pass the target without colliding with any nucleon. These particles would 
then have velocities close to the beam velocity and would barely be deflected from the 
beam axis. Other projectile nucleons may scatter some few times and then be emitted 
before the composite system reaches thermal equilibrium. Furthermore, some target nu- 
cleons may also be given considerable momentum to escape from the forming composite 
system. One may therefore expect a whole range of source velocities. In view of this we 
consider the velocity of the pre-equilibrium source as a parameter. 
A first attempt to fit the energy distributions of the simulated pre-equilibrium particles 
assuming only one source of emission failed completely. However, a second attempt assum- 
ing instead two sources was convincingly successful. In Fig. 8 we show a fit to constructed 
energy distributions, from Brab = 5" - 155" in 15" steps, of simulated pre-equilibrium pro- 
tons. The first source is very fast with - 70% of the beam velocity, and the second is 
slower with N 25% of the beam velocity. The yield of the fast source is naturally domi- 
nant a t  forward angles because of the kinematical focusing, while the slower source grows 
successively in importance relative the fast source as the angle to the beam increases, 
as a consequence of the reduced focusing effect. The fitted temperatures are sirnilar for 
both sources T - 10 MeV with 110 appreciable barrier. Using the parametrization Eqs. 
(17) and (21) or combinations of both for the two sources give essentially the Same result. 
Taking the mean, the extracted total multiplicity is 5.3, to be compared with the true 
multiplicity of 5.5 protons per event. Although the total and partial multiplicities of the 
two sources most certainly do not coincide with experiment because of the limitations of 
the BI;U model, we may draw the conclusion that in order to estract the light charged 
particle multiplicities we need to consider a t  least tsvo pre-equilibrium sources, one with 
very high velocity associatecl with pro-jectile nucleons or fragments, and the other with 
a slower source velocity associated with nucleons or clusters emitted from the forming 
composite system before full thermal equilibrium is reached. 
C .  Construction o f  total energy distributions 
Having established how to treat the pre-equilibrium multiplicity components we now 
use the full set of light charged particles by combiriing the pre-equilibriurn particles geri- 
erated by the BUU simulations and those generated in the statistical rnodel. We include 
randomly 50% of the pre-equilibrium particles generated in the cascades in BUU into the 
evaporation events. We do so because the yield of true pre-equilibrium protons should be 
less than the yield of pre-equilibrium charged test particles in BUU. 
The moving source fitting requires well-defined sources. Since FOBOS is able to as- 
sign masses and linear momentum components of the fission fragments tve construct light 
charged particle energy distributions depending on the direction and mass of the fission 
fragments. To further exploit the advantages of FOBOS, we construct the energy dis- 
tributions in the rest frame of the compound nucleus, event by event. In this frame we 
need only to consider the angle of the particle relative the scission axis, needed to fit 
the post-scission components, and the angle relative the beam axis, needed to fit the 
pre-equilibrium components. We further use the mean velocities of the fission fragments 
as source velocities. In Fig. 9 we show such energy distributions of protons constructed 
by requiring the heavier fission fragment to be detected in the first FOBOS ring an$ the 
lighter fission fragment in the fourth ring. Because of fission kinematics, this condition se- 
lects on average the most central collisions. A simultaneous fit to the energy distributions 
was done assuming two pre-equilibrium sources, directed along the beani-line with un- 
known source velocities, one compound nucleus source and two post-scission sources with 
defined directions and velocities, as described above. Hence, a total of 17 fit parameters 
are considered, 9 describing the evaporation spectra and 8 the pre-equilibrium spectra. 
The fitted components are shown as solid colored lines. The red line labeled CN corre- 
sponds to  the compound nucleus source, the green line labeled FH to the heavier fission 
fragment, the blue line labeled FL to the lighter fission fragment, the Cyan line labeled 
PQI to  the slower pre-equilibrium source, and the magenta line labeled PQ2 to the faster 
pre-equilibrium source, respectively. We hope the reader appreciates the qudity of the 
fit, despite the large number of sources considered with the corresponding large number 
of fitting parameters. The multiplicities in this simultaneous fit are well reproduced? and 
given in Table I together with the true mean multiplicities. 111 Table I1 we give the fittcd 
parameters T and B and the mean temperatures and barriers at the moment of emission 
for the evaporation components. As Seen, the fittecl parameters are rather representatives 
of their physical counterparts as well. 
The most striking feature of Fig. 9 is that the slower pre-eqiiilibriurn source yield at 
the most backward angles 8 - 145" (modules 26-30) is very high. Hence. the simiilations 
and the fit to the constructed energy spectra of protons seem to suggest that one cannot 
in general tackle the question about pre-equilibrium emission in incumplete fusion-fission 
reactions by just regarding the emissiori of ~articles in the l)ack\vard tlirectiori as purely 
evaporative, as normally done in complete fusion-fission reactions. 
IV. CONCLUSIONS 
In fitting kinetic energy distril~utio~is of protons at different nnglies. cniistructed xi th 
realistic simulations: x e  come to thr, conclusion that in urder to rcproiiiict~ i;ucr:rssfixlly thr 
distributions one needs to consider at least two pre-equilibrium sources, one with velocity 
comparable to  that of the beam and the other with considerable less velocity. The two 
distinct moving sources ha~re nevertheless characteristic pre-equilibrium features, i.e. high 
temperatures and vanishing barriers. In the BUU simulations the former arises mostly 
from projectile particles that did not collide with any other nucleon during tlie simulation, 
hence its apparent high source velocity, while the latter can be associated with projectilc 
as well as target particles that scatter a few times and are then emitted before one can 
assume full thermal equilibrium of the forming composite System is reached. Although 
we cannot assign much credit to the total and partial multiplicities of the simulated 
pre-equilibrium protons, we recognize that the yielcl of the slower pre-eqiiilibrium source 
a t  the most backward angle could be substantial and of the order of the evaporative 
components. hIoreover, since the pre-equilibrium particle emission seems to saturate 
after N 120 fm/c simulation time (cf. Fig. 2e) and the mean time of emission of the 
first proton in the statistical model simulation is 100 fm/c, it seern feasible that tht: 
two distinct sources (slower pre-equlibrium and equilibrated compound nucleus) are well 
distinguished in experiment too, judging from the very distinct set of parameters needed 
to fit their spectra. 
In Summary, 'ive have demonstrated the need and the feasibility of including pre- 
equilibrium sources in conventional moving source analyses when attempting to extract 
pre- and post-scission multiplicities in incomplete fusion-fission reactions. 
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TABLE I. Fitted and true mean multiplicities. 
Source Fitted multiplicity True multiplicity 
CN 0.385 0.384 
FH 0.202 0.102 
FL 0.086 0.101 
POa 3.485 3.592 
"The two pre-equilibrium source multiplicities are suinmed together. 
TABLE 11. Fitted parameters T and B and mean temperature of the sources and barriers at the moment of 
emission. 
Source T (MeV) Temperature (MeV) B (MeV) Barrier (MeV) 
CN 3.9 3.4 8.8 9.5 
FIGURE CAPTIONS 
Fig.1 Density profiles of TLFs for impact parameter b = 0 fm as a function of simulation 
time. 
Fig.2 Properties of TLFs for b = 5 fm as a function of simulation time. a) mass of the 
TLF, b) FLIUIT, c) transferred angular momentum, d) excitation energy, e) number of 
unbound charged particles and f) central density. Results with a rediicecl in-rnediiim 
Cross section are shown in solid lines, those not reduced in dasliecl lines. 
Fig.3 Properties of TLFs after 140 fm/c simulation time as a function of impact parame- 
ter. a) mass of the TLF, b) FLMT, C) transferred angular iiiomentum, d) escittltion 
energy, e) number of unbound charged particles ancl f) central density. 
Fig.4 a) Simulated fission probability b) mean fission time as a fiinction of i~ripact pa- 
rameter b. 
Fig.5 Comparison between experimental and simulwted distributions of tlio i t )  folding aiid 
b) coplanarity angles in binsry fission events. 
Fig.6 Experimental and simii1atc.d distributions of a) fi-ag~iierit Inass, a ~ i d  b) rind C.) TKE. 
Fig.7 Experimental and simulatctl a) mean SKE arid b) wi(lt1i of TKE tlistribixtion as a 
function of the lighter fragnient niass. 
fl TWO SOllS('C>F Fig.8 Fit to simulated pre-ecluilibriiirn proton encrgy distrilautioris assiiriiin,
of emission. 
Fig.9 Fit to simulated proton energy distrihutions ;issiirriirig t1-o prr-titliiilil~ri~i~~i sourcc. 
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